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and records the fact that at the time he wrote, in 1883, 
the cacao planters in Trinidad were gradually discard
ing their recognized shade tree, the Erythrina um brosa, 
and adopting others more suitable and IDore profitable, 
llOne of winch, however, could compare with the Cas
tilloa, " either in quickness of growth, in shade-giving 
properties, or in the return which it is likely to give 
the planter year after year if properly treated." Our 
engraving, taken from a photograph kindly sent us by 
Mr. Hart, represents a Castilloa tree growing in Tri
nidad. 

It will be sufficient to say that the plants already 
referred to are the principal sources of the American 
rubbers of commerce, Quantities, however, come from 
India, and from othel' parts of the East, the former 
from Ficus elastica, and the latter from various plant!! 
belonging to the Apocynacere, being species of Wil
loughbeia, Louconotis, and Chilocarpns; while on the 
east and west coasts of Africa several species of Lan
dolphia yield rubber of excellent quality. A detailed 
account of these species, and of their distribution into 
various parts of the world, is given in the Kew reports 
before all uded to, and it forms one of the most val u· 
able and interesting records of work done at Kew.-.T. 
R J., the GardeneTs' Chronicle. 

idea, and has never been put to a practical test, al- I between absolutely first class and merely good results. 
though it has been both approved in some quarters The idea of those who do not reflect is, here is a 
and condemned in others by those who are expected telescope; look through it, and .. discover" some
to know something of the matter. The thing is so situ- thing 1 The real question is to arrange every detail of 
pIe that we place it before our readers that they may the apparatus and work so that one can improve a 
have an opportunity of putting it to a practical test. little on the splendid r€sults obtained by the other 
Of course, it must be thoroughly understood that the great telescopes of the world, directed, as they are, by 
self-hives should not be put on until the hive is very the most skillful and accomplished observers. It is by 
near swarming, and as soon as this has taken place, if attention to relatively small improvements in ap
successfully, the Hew swarm should be removed to its paratus, etc., that relatively great advances are made. 
permanent position with as little delay as possible.- The difference between the Repsold and the Dol
Apiarist, 'J'he Gardeners' Magazine. land heliometer gave to Bessel the parallax of 61 

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES - THE LICK 
OBSERVATORY IN WIN1'ER. 

Cygni. 
Every necessity of life at Mt. Hamilton must be pro

vided by individuals, except water. That is furnished 
by the observatory. To distri bute this, we have a system 
of four reservoirs, with several miles of pipes, under and 

THE official side of life at the Lick Observatory is over ground and in the buildings. All the motive power 
well known, and the enthusiasm of the astronomers, used in revolving the great dome, or in raising its floor, 
who have isolated themselves on a remote mountain depends on the water supply, and the slightest 
top, is in a measure realized; but one cannot know the accident to the windmill, or to a reservoir, or to the 
depth and sincerity of their devotion to science until the pipes (by freezing or otherwise), stops the work of the 
hardships of winter are ,described. The following is an great telescope. After every snow storm a whole day's 
abstract of an address delivered by Prof. Holden, in San work, and sometimes more, is necessary to get the re
Francisco. After picturing the beautiful winter effects volving parts of the dome into satisfactory working 
at Mt. Hamilton, which seems to be "undera huge hemi· order. 
spherical cup of cloud whose rim is lifted up a few The reservoir capacity is not sufficient to store water THE PROPHET FLOWER. degrees all around the horizon," he describes life at the enough to carry us through the dry season (J une-

(Arnebia echoides.) observatory during its most severe season: October). Hence, every year it has been necessary to 
. ,  To take the observatory al'l a whole, we must con- use for domestic purposes some of the rain water 

. THIS �ne herbaceo,!s plant IS now III flower, and be- .sider not only the astronomical establishment, with its collected during the winter and stored for use as mg but lIttle known lD gardens, we present a figure, purely scientific aims, but, rather, the reservation of power. All this water has passed many times through 
1,900( acres, with its village, containing a colony of the water engines and hydraulic rams, and is therefore 
thirty to forty people and eight or nine families. There covered with a heavy film of oil, and is really unfit for 
are ten different sets of quarters occupied at the pre· use, and produces wore or less illness when it is used. 
sent time by astronomers, students, and workmen. But it must be used. There is no other. There is 

There is no want which can be felt in the city which nothing to be done but to make the best of the con
is not equally pressing here. But consider how diffi· ditions and to be as prudent as may be in using all 
cult it sometimes is to supply these wants. Take even available supply. Every day's supply weighs 800 lb., 
the case of mere food supply during our winter storms. and it must be lifted vertically 412 feet, in order to 

, There is nothing to be hadnearer than San Jose, twen- make it available. In one hour's work with the steam 
ty-six miles away, and it is necessary to transport eve- pump we can raise a little over two days' supply. But 
rything by the stage. the smallest leak in pipes or valves, anywhere in the 

Frequently the stage has not room for all our par- system, is fatal. Therefore, in the dry season the most 
cels, and very frequently has no passengers for the ob- careful watch is kept on the various reservoirs, and 
servatory, and stops at the foot of the mountain. In they are read daily. The numerous very light earth· 
such a case, we must send our own men and wagon quakes have much to do with producing the cracks 
over the fourteen miles of road to the valley of Smith which we find in the walls and the bottoms of our re
Creek. Very often during the past winter the road has servoirs. Even the slightest crack must be quickly 
been impassable to wagons (on account of the snow), discovered and stopped. 
and all our supplies have been brought in the mail bag The supply of fuel must be found somewhere in the 
on horseback. Whatever was too large or too heavy neighborhood, and delivered before the roads become 
for the bag was not brought, and had to be done with- too heavy for hauling. It is the present policy not to 
out. During the one hundred and twelve days from cut any wood on the reservation, and hen.ce it must be 
November 15 to March 8, the stage only came to the found where best it may, and its delivery hastened as 
obseratory thirty-six times. The difficulties in this much as possible. 
matter can be met by a kind of .. forehandedness; " ======== 
but when we come strictly to the scientific side of our THE WONDERS OF A CELE STIAL JOURNEY. necessities, they are more serious. For example, a bit 
of colored glass is wanted, to moderate the brightness RECENT researches on periodical comets have brought 
of Mars, so that the satellites can be more ea,sily seen. into stronger light the relations of the solar system 
Where is it to be had? There is not so much as a with the contents of surrounding space. A comet has 
square millimeter of such glass west of the Allegheny not only come to be regarded as t;imply a comparatlve
mountains. ly compact mass of meteors, which, through the effects 

One of the prisms of our spectroscope is stained and of solar and planetary attraction, is grad ually scattered 
yellow, so that part of the blue end of the s[Jectrnm is along its orbit; but the latest investigations lead back 
cut off. It cannot be repolished nearer than Pittsburg. to Laplace's conclusion that comets are visitors froID. 
If it is sent away, we lose its use for a month or more. interstellar space, and that it is only through the in
San Francisco has everything that is needed for i ts busi- terfering attraction of the larger planets that they are 
ness life; but every now and then, our very special turned into permanent members of the sun's family. 
needs absolutely cannot be met nearer than New York For those that thus fall under the dominion of the 
or Europe. This means delays, and possibly a loss of the sun is reserved the fate of gradual disintegration into 
work in hand. The want of a peculiar kind of chimney swarms of meteors. The sparks that everybody has 

THE PROPHET FLOWER, ARNEBIA ECHOIDES. for our standard photomet'ric lamp (which had to be im- seen darting through the sky annually in August and 
ported from Europe, finally, after vain attempts to buy November are but the scattered relics of great comets 
It or to have it made in America) delayed the appearance that may once have affrighted the world. Within 
of our eclipse report from May to October, for example. fifty years man has actually beheld the destruction of 
Another parcel ordered from London in March was not a comet and the process of its transformation into a 
delivered here till the following December, and so on. meteoric swarm. We refer to Biela's comet, which was 
The negatives of the solar eclipse of December 21 re- first split in two in 1846, and afterward entirely broken 
mained at the foot of the mountain from February 16 up, so that it has disappeared as a comet, although 
until March 3, for the lack of some way to bring them regularly recurring meteor showers at the crossing 
up. The eclipse instruments were delayed in San Jose point of its orbit and that of the earth show that the 
for more than a month before they were flnally de- subloltance of the comet has not been destroyed, but 
livered. simply dispersed. A piece of this ,�omet that fell in 

(Flowers yellow with black spots.) 

hoping thereby to increase the number of its admirers, 
for there is no good reason why the plant should be 
scarce or neglected. It is a borage wort of free 
growth, rising one to two feet, with a free foundation 
of handsome green leaves and a showy head of tubular 
flowers with five- livided limb, after the fashion of a 
borage. 1'he color of the flowers is bright light yellow, 
with five black spots when they first expand, but 
which fade and Ultimately leave the flowers a clear 
pale self-yellow. Any good loamy soil will suit this 
useful plant, and a partial shade will suit it better 
than full sun. It is, however, quite hardy, and in no 
way particular about conditions, being a fine peren
nial, and lasting well on a fairly trained soil.-The 
Gardeners' Magazine. 

SELF-HIVING. 
THE accompanying illustration shows a copy of Mr. 

R. Bennett's sel f-niving arrangement. This is a new 
arrangement which any bee keeper Iliay carry out, as 

All this experience has developed the resources and Mexico a few years ago is one of the most precious pos
ingenuity of our astronomical staff to a very high de- sessions of astronomers. 
gree. 1'0 take a single example, I may mention the But if a comet drawn into the solar system from outer 
very ingenious and satisfactory electric con trol to the space approaches the sun near enough, it may suffer 
driving clock of our great equatorial, which was in- disaster from the encounter, even though it should es
vented by Mr. Keeler, and made in the observatory out cape capture and fly off again into unknown depths. 
of the simplest materials. It has completely taken the The great comet of 1882, which was for a few days so 
place of the elaborate device which preceded it. But, bright that it could be seen at noonday, skimming 
I think, any mechanic would be disposed to smile at close to the sun like a white bird, was torn asunder in 
tbe composite nature of the construction. As in this its perihelion pal'sage. There is no certainty that tllil:! 
case, so in very many others. is a periodical comet; and if it is not, it is now sailing 

All great observatories except our own have an through space in a disheveled condition, as It result (If 
instrument maker attached to the staff, who can even its meeting with the solar giant that guides the desti
construct a new instrument, if necessary; and we nies of our planetary system. 
anxiously look forward to the time when such an The more one considers these celestial enc("1Dters, the 
official can be added to our own force-when it will stranger seem the adventures of thb sun and his attend· 
not be necessary to use ability of high class in doing ant worlds in their stupendous voyage through space. 
merely mechanical work. At the end of every two hours It is hardly necessary to remind our readers that this 
of every night the observer must leave his work and voyage is an actuai'one ; that the sun is really carrying 
wind the huge weight of the driving clock of the great us with him toward the northern quarter of the fi rllla· 
telescope (600 lb.; 320 half turns of the handle 1), which ment at least two hundred million miles every year. A 
has run down. From this really severe labor he must railroad train does not more certainly whirl us to our 

I 
return, with steady nerves (if possible) to making destination than bY' this great solar migration we are 

'it can be made in a few minutes. If there is a sheet of delicate micrometer measures-to moving a spider line swept on through the abyss of the heavens toward the 
queen excluder zinc at hand, he has simply to turn up over little distances like the ro!'oo of an inch (=0".1) constellation of Hercules. Only in the one case the rate 
the edges and tack them to a piece of board and shave till it just bisects the disk of a planet, a comet or a of speed i8 more accurately ascertained than in the oth
down the ends 80 as to admit the bees passing frl)m the star. A very few dollars would supply us with a water er. The wildest imaginings of the Eastern story tellers, 
entrance of olle hive into the other-that is, so that the wheel to wind our weight, but the money is not yet with their magic carpets and enchanted horses, appear 
ends of the piece of board used as a floor for the tunnel available. spiritless in comparison with what science tells of the 
that is to connect the entrance of the hive that is about The great telescope was designed to have its circles wonderful flight in which the inhabitants of the earth 
to swarm, and the entrance of the empty one into read by means of electric lights; but the observatory all unconsciously are engaged. A celestial eye that 
which the bees are to be conducted, does not take up was turnE>d over to the regents before these were pro- closed in the slumber of the gods while beholding 
too much of the entrance and impede the ingress and vided. It was legally" completed" at that transfer. Adam enjoying the delights of Eden, if Iluddenly open
egress of the bees. To put the self-hiver to work, sup- Consequently we cannot read the circles at all at ed now, would IQok in vain for the pleasant fields and 
[lose you have a hive you think is about to swarm. night, and shall not be able to do so until we are able woods of Paradise. They would have di�appeared with 
Get the empty hive in readiness and set it in front of to save enough money out of our scanty annual their unfortunate inhabitant; and even the el.rth that 
the hive, and set one end of the self·hivE> on the alighting appropriation to buy the necessary appliances. Part bore them would be gone, vanished, leaving only the 
board of the full hi ve and the other end on the alil!hting must be saved this year, and part the next, and so on, emptiness of space where that vision of happiness had 
board of the empty one, so that it fits closely up to till this want is supplied. The observatory is ouly one been. The blazing orb that shone upon Eden would 
each. The worker bees will have ample room and air department of the university, and there are very many likewise have departed; and the sleeper awakened 
to pass in and out about their duties, and it is suppos- pressing calls for money at Berkeley which the regents would find himself plunged in eternal night and the 
ed that as the queen cannot pass through the holes in must consider. 

I 
awful cold of sunless space. During his sleep the whole 

the zinc she will, when about to swarm, pass along the It is not easy at fi rst sight to understand the system would have passed on, leaving him behind mil· 
tunnel into the empty hive, and be followed there by necessity for constant small changes in apparatus and lions of millions of miles like an abandoned traveler in 
the bees. It must be remembered that this is a new instruments, which, when effected, make the difference the desert. If there were no intervention of divine 
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